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i get a "file does not exist" error when i try to access my hostname. i have port forwarding set up on
my router. i am on a windows 7 machine and can access my hostname when i am logged in as a
local admin user. i also tried this on a different windows 7 machine with the same results. i have
tried this on both ip addresses i use for my hostname. i am at a loss as to what to try next. i have

done all of the necessary ports open on my router for ssh, ftp, and sftp. i have also tried ip address
instead of hostname and i have disabled the firewall. i have checked the hostname for typos and it

seems to be set up correctly. i also checked if the dns server is pointing to the right ip. i am at a
complete loss. this most likely results in a failure to access the appropriate file. you could be

experiencing the same problem with it. try to remove any errors or problems from the registry,
reboot the computer and try again. you might get this error if the shortcut or installation is

attempting to access a location that is not currently available such as a networked or a removable
drive. check the path of the file that windows cannot access and make sure that the location is

accessible. (the screen shot for this step is listed below). third-party application-involved c&c red
alert 3 keygen.exe issues happen during install, when c&c red alert 3 keygen.exe-related software is
running, startup or shutdown, or during the windows installation process. recording c&c red alert 3

keygen.exe errors inside third-party application is crucial to locate faults and relaying back to
windows software developer for repair options.
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